RESEARCH AREA 1
Laboratory Phonology
Communicative alignment at the physiological level (COBRA - ESR5)
Cross-linguistic phonetics and morphology using a time-aligned multilingual reference corpus built from documentations of 50 languages: Big data on small languages (DoReCo)
Grammatical tinnitus and its role in the perception of foreign language accent. A comparison of German and Polish (GRANITUS)
Multilingual acquisition and language preservation in Germany: the case of Upper and Lower Sorbian (MAG)
Audio-visual prosody of whispered and semi-whispered speech (PROSPER)
Spoken language in motions: Learning and adaptation of speech communication in the context of body motions (SALAMMBO)
Variation in situated interaction (SFB Register C02)

RESEARCH AREA 2
Language Development & Multilingualism
Narrative abilities in 'left-behind' ethnic minority children in China: Evidence from Kam-Mandarin bilingual children (NALEC)
Dynamics of Verbal Aspect and (Pro)Nominal Reference in Language Contact (RUEG P10)

RESEARCH AREA 3
Syntax and Lexicon
Anaphoric Potential of Incorporated Nominals and Weak Definites (ANAPIN 2)
New empirical linguistics through integration of language documentation, comparative corpus linguistics, typology and language contact research (Empi-Ling)
The interrelation between social gender and grammatical gender: A novel socio-theoretical approach (Gender)
Congruence mismatches in relative clauses and related structures (KoMiRe)
Locality and the Argument-Adjunct Distinction: Structure-building vs. Structure-enrichment (LASER)
Quality - Established: Testing and application of curation criteria and quality standards for audiovisual annotated language data (QUEST)
Speaker’s choices in creole contexts: Bislama and Morisien (SFB Register A02)
Register and the development of periphrasis in the history of English (SFB Register B01)
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